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SECOND UPDATE MEMORANDUM 
2023 ISBA High School Mock Trial Invitational 

 
People v. Emerson 

 
1/18/2023 

 
Question No. 1. In the new handbook, there is no longer a section about what and how 
objections can be used. There is still the part in the trial introduction that "we trust you 
have read about objections in the handbook." Are there no more guidelines for 
objections beyond anything that comes out of the FRE? There used to be approved ones. 
 
Answer:  The ISBA High School Mock Trial Invitational uses the National High School 
Mock Trial Rules of Evidence, which are attached as Appendix I to the Handbook.  
 
Additional information on how to raise and respond to objections is set forth in the new 
How a Mock Trial Works brochure, which will be posted contemporaneously with this 
Second Update Memo and is intended to supplement the Handbook. 
 
Question No. 2. In previous years, the Mock Trial Handbook noted that during cross-
examination, students were allowed to bring out material in a limited manner that was 
not brought out during direct examination due to the fact a direct examination may be 
inadequate. I do not see this discussed in this year's released handbook. Does this still 
apply, or should teams remain completely limited to the facts of the direct examination 
now?  
 
Answer:  Students conducting a cross examination are still permitted to exceed the 
scope of the direct examination if the direct examination was inadequate.  Additional 
information on this limited exception is set forth in the How a Mock Trial Works 
brochure. 
 
Question No. 3. Similarly, in terms of communication, can you clarify who is allowed to 
communicate during the trial and if witnesses are allowed to help attorneys when 
they're not on the stand? For example, in previous years I know there was disputes 
about whether a member not doing an opening/direct/cross/closing was allowed to sit 
on the bench if it was under the max 7 allowed in the trial. If I remember correctly, this 
was said it could not be allowed in the past, but I wanted to double check. 
 
Answer: Participating attorneys may communicate with one another during the trial, 
but only in a manner that does not disrupt the trial. Participating witnesses may not 
communicate with participating attorneys during the trial unless they are a party 
representative (ex: the defendant). Barring an emergency, non-participants (including 
non-participating students) may not communicate with participants about the 
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substance of the trial during the trial and during any breaks in the trial. Coaches and 
observers may not speak to students for any reason during a trial or any breaks.  
Additional information on which individuals may communicate with trial participants 
is set forth in the How a Mock Trial Works brochure. 
 
Question No. 4.  Both the terms “prop table” and “prop cart” are used in the Problem. 
Exhibit 12 is called a “prop cart” on p. 5, but in the theater layout exhibit (Exhibit 14), it 
is referred to as a “prop table.” 
 
Answer: The problem will stand as written.   
 
Question No. 5. The firearm pictured in Exhibit 7 is not a model that can hold or fire the 
type of cartridge/bullet pictured in Exhibit 5. Is this discrepancy intentional and can 
teams raise this issue in their cases? 
 
Answer: This is not intended to create a discrepancy to be raised at trial. Exhibit 7 will 
be revised to show a firearm capable of holding and firing the type of cartridge/bullet 
pictured in Exhibit 5. This revised Exhibit 7 be posted on the Mock Trial website as a 
replacement for the Exhibit 7 currently in the Problem. In all other respects, for 
purposes of the Mock Trial Invitational, teams should assume that the bullet/cartridge 
pictured in Exhibit 5 is of a type/caliber that could have been fired by a firearm of a 
model pictured in Exhibit 7. 
 
Teams are also reminded that while they may review materials outside of the Mock 
Trial Problem to better understand a topic contained in the Problem, witnesses and 
attorneys are limited to referencing the information contained in the Problem during 
trials.  
 
Question No. 6. Exhibit 5 is not a revolver cartridge. Is this discrepancy intentional and 
can teams raise this issue in their cases? 
 
Answer: This is not intended to create a discrepancy to be raised at trial. The exhibit 
will stand as drafted. For purposes of this Mock Trial Problem, teams should assume 
that the bullet/cartridge pictured in Exhibit 5 is of a type/caliber that could have been 
fired by a firearm of a model pictured in Exhibit 7 as it has been modified by this 
Second Update Memo.  
 
Teams are also reminded that while they may review materials outside of the Mock 
Trial Problem to better understand a topic contained in the Problem, witnesses and 
attorneys are limited to referencing the information contained in the Problem during 
trials. 
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Question No. 7. Both experts spend considerable time discussing the unfired bullet 
retrieved from the firearm. It feels like they should have been discussing the spent 
casing. Was the case intended to lack any forensic analysis on the casing that shot the 
fatal bullet? 
 
Answer: The problem will stand as written.   
 
Question No. 8. In Dr. Ryan's affidavit p 31 lines 54-62 are discussing the smudged 
fingerprint on the bullet. In line 63 it then switches to the print lifted of the "trigger" as 
part of the same paragraph. Is this a typo? 
 
Answer: This is an inadvertent typographical error. The affidavit of Dr. Ryan, page 31, 
line 63 is hereby revised to read as follows: 
 
“… compromised of a condition it was in when it was lifted off the bullet cartridge due 
to the smudging.” 
 


